DELTA

The Delta massage chair is a fully automated luxury chair that closely replicates the feel
of an authentic human massage
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KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS
Powder coated iron frame and legs

The underlying frame is constructed from iron providing strength, stability and
peace of mind with a 5 year structural warranty

Polyurethane Upholstery

Finished in sleek polyurethane upholstery the chair is textured, soft to touch and
easy to keep clean

Six automatic massage programs plus
manual controls

Six automatic massage programs plus optional manual controls mean the Delta has
a mode to suit everyone from office workers to athletes

28 Airbags

Airbags at the shoulders, arms, calves and feet closely replicate the feel of an
authentic hand massage

MASSAGE RAIL
LENGTH

135cm SL track massage rail

The generous length massage rail easily accommodates taller users. The SL shape
fits ergonomically with the human body - allowing the rollers to perform realistic
massage techniques along the back, glutes & hamstrings

ZERO GRAVITY
RECLINE

Zero gravity recline function

The zero gravity (horizontal) recline position enhances the massage experience by
evenly distributing weight and creating a feeling of weightlessness

ZERO WALL
SPACE DESIGN

Zero wall space design

The zero wall space design allows the chair to be placed just 50mm away from the
wall, saving on floor space and keeping the chair out of the way when not in use

Adjustable speed foot rollers

Foot rollers for the soles and heels combine with the airbags to provide a relaxing
full foot massage and relieve the stress of a long day

2 Programmable memory modes

Save and quickly load up favorite massage settings at the touch of a button

Infrared heated seat

Infrared heating element warms the seat back area
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Recommended minimum of 50mm space between backrest and wall
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